
How To Optimize Your 
 Instagram Business Profile

#Ultimate Checklist 

Choose a Username That’s Simple

Make Sure You Have an Instagram Business Profile

 
First, navigate to your Instagram profile and tap the

three-line icon at the top right to access your account

settings.

Then, scroll down the settings and tap “Switch to

Business Profile.”

Remember, Instagram has more than 1 billion users.

So you need to make it as easy as possible for people to

find and interact with your Instagram profile.

This means choosing a great @username – also known

as a “handle.” Using a handle that is on-brand, simple,

searchable, and recognizable is vital.

https://techcrunch.com/2018/06/20/instagram-1-billion-users/


Use a Branded Instagram Profile Picture

 

Write an Informative and Intriguing Bio

Include a Compelling Call-to-Action

Your profile picture immediately draws the attention

of every person who visits your Instagram profile.

What’s more, it’ll show up next to every comment and

post that you share.

After your Instagram profile picture and name, many

users will look to your bio. This is prime real estate,

and you get just 150 characters. Use them wisely. Your

Instagram bio shouldn’t be about your business. It

should be about your customers. Or more specifically,

it should be about what you can do for your customers.

A call-to-action (also know as “CTA”) should urge

visitors to take a specific action that moves them

further along the buyer’s journey.

This could be something like, “Call us now!” or

“Subscribe to get more free insights!”

If you’re unsure what CTA to include, consider the

action you want users to take to move them closer to

buying or using your products.

https://www.oberlo.in/blog/instagram-bio
https://www.oberlo.in/blog/call-to-action


Use your highlights

Pro tip: Use linktree

One of the best ways to promote your business and

engage with your customers is by creating an

Instagram Story Highlight promoting your products

or services. According to Instagram, 75% of users

take an action, such as visiting a website or making

a purchase, after looking at ads on the platform

Linktree allows you to create a personalized and

easily customizable page, that houses all the

important links you want to share with your

audience. It can be used to shorten or personalize

your links for social media. 

https://business.instagram.com/blog/500000-advertisers


How To Go Live 
On Instagram

#Ultimate Checklist 

Adjust Your Instagram Live Settings:

To access your Instagram Live settings,

open the Instagram Stories camera and

swipe across to the“Live” mode. 

Tap the wheel icon in the top left-hand

corner to open your controls.

Steps before you jump into your Instagram Live



Filter Out Offensive Comments:

Open your Instagram settings, scroll down to

“Privacy,” select “Comments,” 

Next, toggle “Hide offensive comments” from 

“Off” to “On.”

To filter out comments that contain specific

phrases, toggle “Manual filter” from “Off” to

“On”

Then type the words or phrases you wish to

filter out separated by commas.



How to Go Live on InstagramHow to Go Live on Instagram

Open the Instagram Stories camera and swipe 

across to the “Live” mode. 

Tap the “Live” icon to start your broadcast, making

sure you have a strong and stable internet

connection. 

Add the title and subject: Make sure to add your

guest name and you can do the same for yourself.

Once your live is underway, you can choose from a

number of features to make your broadcast more

engaging.

Invite someone to co-host your Instagram Live by

tapping the camera icon

End your Instagram Live by tapping the 'X' button. 

Add subject and description and make sure to toggle

add to feed once your Instsgram live has ended. 


